The following lemma will be frequently used.
Lemma 2. I ([10], [8] where H0-|| S cat^^^5, S being a constant in (H3) . Let § be an operator on X(?7, 0_) given by (/<£) (0 = f e~t A^J (0 (*) ) <fo for 0 ( • ) e X (77, 0_) .
J -00
It can easily be seen that e~i A(t~s) J "(000) is a continuous function of 5
for each fixed t and that
Under the hypotheses (HI) , (H2) and (H3) we have the following estimates.
(2) || J y (00))
and (since d^p y -^>T)
Here we remark that all the constants Cj (h l9 h 2 , ff) depend on h l9 h z and H so that c/s tend to 0 when h l9 h 2~^0 or 97-»0. In fact, when d
For the inequality (4) , a required estimate can be done analogously. It follows |||/0|||<oo from (2), (3), (4). Now we define a mapping M: X(y, 0_) -»X(/7, $_) by
We want to show that M is a contraction mapping on X(fj, $_) provided 7) is taken to be sufficiently small. Similar calculations to (2), (3) ? (4) lead to the inequalities:
and also
Hence from (2'), (3') and (4') we obtain for <f >, where a: is an arbitrary fixed positive number. First we note that local uniqueness is true for the equation in X(T,a,0 0 ), since, by virtue of (HI), (H2) and (H3),
Now we shall prove global uniqueness. Let 0j (£) be another solution of (1) . Then by using (2') , (3') and (4') we obtain the inequalities:
i ! + Hence follows
from (5) , (6) , (7) 
for a continuous function f(t) . This function f(t)
tends to 0 as t-> -ex? when dj>^>d z , d^q^^ and ^?, <?>!, which is a consequence of Lemma 2. 1 (b) .
Combining (8) with local uniqueness yields the required uniqueness. Thus our proof is completed. Proof, (a) and a part of (c) . To show \\\e~i rA (/> (t) |||< 4-oo for each t, we do estimations just as in (2'), (3'), (4').
Our second main theorem is
-ir^-t^<?L|| +SUp r^R " reU as t-» -oo ;
Just as above, hus (b) and the remaining part of (c) are proved. Finally we turn to prove (d) . That S is injective on can be derived in a similar way to the uniqueness proof in Theorem 2. 2 as follows. Note that the solution (j)(t) of (1) satisfies (9) <f > (t) -e-w-*^ (r) + P e-^-^J (0 (5) ) ds .
Let 0_ and </>_ correspond to 0+ and let $(2) and <p(t) be the corresponding solutions of (1) to Cauchy data 0_ and </>_ respectively. Then by The following three lemmas are useful in our applications.
Lemma 3. I (Sobolev's inequality). Let m and n be positive numbers and let p be defined by
Then for all &eC 0 (H n ) 5 
•where s(p, a) =p(2a-(n + 2)/2) and f(t)c=:g(t~) means that f(t) /g(t)
= 0(1) and g(t)/f(t) =0(1) as £->oo. When p = oo, for 
where 1<£, q<^.2.
Similarly we have We finally note that continuity of S in || • || -topology is derived from (13') just as in [8] .
Q.E.D. 
